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We have seen the mandarins Veiling their faces', as
Wang An-shih dares to think for himself and to interpret
nature differently from their orthodox cosmism; earth-
quakes and other calamities, he dares to teach, are due not
to sin but to natural causes. His great opponent Chu Hsi
(i 129-1200) is seen, when China is overrun with Tartars,
solemnly telling the emperor that the cause of all this
misery is in his own mind.
orthodox Sinism, and Chu Hsi went for his authority to
the Book of Changes and to the pamphlet Ta Hsieh ('Great
Learning') discovered by his predecessors Cheng Hao
(1032-85) and Cheng Yi (1033-1108). It is an anony-
mous work belonging to the Li-chi and in it they discovered
a logical method: 'when things are thoroughly studied
knowledge will be increased to the limit. Then ideas will
be rectified, minds clarified and character improved. So
families will be well ordered and States well governed/
This is the old Sinism, but by re-emphasis a method of
reasoning is developed, and to investigate into things
becomes the essence of philosophy.
But just as in the West the age-long battle rages between
the discursive reason and intuition, so in China were the
Sung philosophers challenged in the fifteenth century by
Wang Yang Ming (1472-1529) whose intuitionism be-
came a great force in Japan also.
*The ruler of the body is the mind/ says Wang Yang
Ming^; and it might be Plotinus or a Cambridge Platonist
speaking. For the mind is for Wang Yang Ming that in-
tuitive process, without which no investigation will avail.
And here is a teaching which combines the pragmatic and
the poetic and is well suited to the genius of the Far East.
Many scholars regard Chu Hsi as a liberator of the
Chinese spirit—who resolved the old Confucianism 'from
a series of frozen formulae into a living stream*.
But others—very brilliant Chinese thinkers such as Hu
Shih—condemn him as the chief agent in freezing the
stream of Chinese thought.

